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Stocks in News Today
Anand Rathi Wealth | The company will make its debut on the bourses on December 14. The price
band for the offer has been fixed at Rs 550 per share.
Agro Phos India | Societe Generale sold 1.02 lakh equity shares in the company at Rs 24.59 per
share on the NSE, the bulk deals data showed.
PB Fintech | The company approved incorporation of the wholly owned subsidiary to carry on the
business of an Account Aggregator (AA). The AA has to be licenced by the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI). The incorporation will leverage the facility without external dependency on another Account
Aggregators for information gathering, cost saving / revenue housing and offer seamless solutions.
SecureKloud Technologies | Healthcare Triangle Inc., USA, a step-down subsidiary of SecureKloud
Technologies, has acquired DevCool Inc., USA, an electronic health record (EHR) focused
healthcare IT and managed services company.
Devyani International | The company approved the Scheme of Amalgamation of subsidiaries
Devyani Food Street and Devyani Airport Services (Mumbai) with itself.
Stove Kraft | ICRA retained company's long term rating to A- and short term rating at A2+, but
revised outlook to Positive from Stable.
Greenlam Industries | The company announced prominent plans for a fast-tracked expansion, and
investment of Rs 950 crore over a period of 2-3 years, towards setting up of third laminate plant and
foray into plywood and particle board business.
Wipro | The company launched Wipro VisionEDGE, to expand its sports, retail, transportation, and
entertainment offerings.
Ircon International | The company has emerged as the lowest bidder for construction of 4 by 6 lane
green fields Ludhiana Rupnagar NH205 K road project under BMP in Punjab on hybrid annuity
mode. The value of the project is approximately Rs 1,107 crore, and the completion period of the
project is 2 years.

